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Roberto Dillon
Originally from Italy but currently based in Singapore, Dr. Roberto Dillon is active both as a game
designer and as an educator nurturing the next generation of game developers.
As a developer himself, Roberto founded the Singapore based indie studio Adsumsoft and his games
have been showcased at events like Sense of Wonder Night in Tokyo, FILE Games in Rio de Janeiro and at
the Indie Prize Showcase Asia, besides reaching top positions on both Google Play and Apple’s AppStore
in several categories across major and emerging markets alike.
As an academic and educator, Roberto was the Game Design Department Chair at DigiPen Singapore
where he taught game mechanics, level design and game history classes a.o., with several of his students
gaining top honors at the IGF both in San Francisco and Shanghai. He is now lecturing Game Design and
Project Management subjects at JCU Singapore, where he is also the Curator of the 'JCU Museum of Video
and Computer Games', the first museum completely dedicated to the preservation of video games in South
East Asia. Many of his students are now successful professionals in companies like Ubisoft, Bungie,
Konami, King and many others.
A Unity Certified Developer and Certified Scrum Master, Roberto is often invited as a speaker at
game related conferences (GDC in San Francisco, Game Connection in Paris, Casual Connect in Singapore,
Develop in Brighton, Korea Games Conference in Seoul, Global Mobile Game Congress in Beijing etc.)
and wrote different books for AKPeters, CRC Press and Springer. These include 'On the Way to Fun',
where he introduced the 6-11 Framework, a game design methodology now referenced in several university
curricula as well as used by game designers in big and small studios alike, besides books on game history
and practical handbooks such as 'HTML5 Game Development from the Ground Up with Construct 2' and
“2D to VR with Unity 5 and Google Cardboard” to introduce aspiring developers to the world of game
making.
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Books
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Title: On the Way to Fun: an Emotion based approach to successful Game Design
Publisher: AKPeters, Year: 2010, ISBN: 978-1568815824
On the Way to Fun outlines a fine framework
linking human emotions and instincts to
successful game design, blending a theoretical
framework with keys to analyzing game play.
The framework is then applied to both successful
and unsuccessful games to make for a fine
survey for any who want to properly design and
develop ideas to maximum benefit.
—Midwest Book Review, January 2011
I love the '6-11 Framework'. It's a brilliant
analysis. Wish I'd thought of it. Emotion is
essential to establishing a deep connection with
games. So many games lack it, and this book
shows the way. The analyses of retro and indie
games, and how they invoke emotion through
instincts, are insightful and well thought out.
—Tom Sloper
Through diagrams, screenshots, and dissections of each evaluated game, the author builds an
admirable case for what amounts to a viable, tangible toolset for game designers to use in their
never-ending pursuit of successfully injecting fun into their games. Such power is concentrated in
this short, concise, and ultimately refreshing handbook ... Highly recommended.
—CHOICE Magazine, November 2010 Vol. 48 No. 03

Title: 2D to VR with Unity 5 and Google Cardboard
Publisher: CRC Press, Year: 2017, ISBN: 978-1498781527
“2D to VR” provides an up-to-date introduction to the latest
version of Unity and its workflow by guiding readers through
various prototypes. These range from 2D to 3D game concepts
for PC and mobile and will allow readers to get acquainted with
several important concepts, allowing them to become competent
Unity developers able to learn at their own pace.
The book starts by introducing Unity and then proceeds in
building a basic understanding of its main components by
developing a first, simple 2D game before proceeding in
developing a full casual game. Last, a simple but immersive 3D
game concept is developed and tested first on PC before
exploring how to port it for mobile VR by using Google
Cardboard.
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Title: HTML5 Game Development from the Ground Up with Construct 2
Publisher: CRC Press , Year: 2014 , ISBN: 978-1482216615

Professor Dillon's book establishes good game design
and concepts before jumping into making a game in
Construct 2"
- Tom Boyles
"Well written and easy to follow from start to finish"
- Jerry L. Young

Title: The Golden Age of Video Games: the birth of a multi-billion dollar industry
Publisher: CRC Press, Year: 2011 , ISBN: 978-1439873236
Foreword by Atari Co-Founder Ted Dabney
The Golden Age' offers a complete and witty journey through
videogame history. And if videogames are becoming the most
important medium of this century, it's a journey worth
traveling.
--Federico Fasce, CEO and Game Designer, Urustar Srl.

The Golden Age of Video Games brings back great memories
in a detailed and entertaining format. It's been a great source
of insight and inspiration on the path of becoming an
independent developer
--Davide Pasca, Game Developer & Founder
Oyatsukai.com
… a fine history of the medium and the individuals and
companies who influenced its growth and evolution. Highly
recommended for any collection covering video game history.
- Midwest Book Review, December 2011
Great Book!
- Leonard Herman, Author of "Phoenix, the Fall and Rise of Video Games"
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Title: Ready. A Commodore 64 Retrospective
Publisher: Springer , UniversItalia (Italian translation)
Year: 2015 , 2016
ISBN: 978-9812873408 , 978-8865079188
Foreword by former Commodore manager and Jack Tramiel’s assistant Michael
Tomczyk

"This book encapsulates everything that made the Commodore 64 such an enduring and
admired piece of engineering. It is ultimately a celebration of what happens when
hardware democratizes human creation, expression, and ingenuity, leaving a legacy that
fuels its fans and influences modern tech innovators today and well into the future.
Summing Up: Highly recommended. All students in game programs, researchers/faculty,
professionals/practitioners, and gaming enthusiasts"
- Albert Chen, Choice Magazine, Vol. 52 (11), July 2015
"[Ready] covers all bases from past to present and, maybe, even beyond!"
- Nigel Parker, Commodore Free #86
"[Ready] is an interesting book with a lot to like about it. It takes a different approach to
any other book out there, and provides a shot of nostalgia while offering up the chance of
discussion and debate"
- Paul Morrison, Reset #6
"You know how maniac I am when it comes to the C64, and I can only recommend this
book!"
- Michael El Baki, CEO, Clan of the Cloud
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Games
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Horse Master
Developer/Publisher: Kentaura
Year: 2012-13
Platform: PC (Facebook, F2P)
Budget: ~USD 1,000,000
Role: Lead Game Designer
Team size: 12
An ambitious social game merging farming gameplay with exciting competitive and
racing action. The game peaked in popularity in April/May 2013 when it had ~80,000
MAU / ~4,000 DAU, becoming one of the top horse racing games on Facebook alongside
Ubisoft’s Horse Haven.
As the game design lead, I designed and balanced all game systems and mechanics,
managed documentation, liaised with and supervised the whole development team
(developers and artists). I also acted as Kentaura’s public figure presenting the game at
events like Casual Connect and other industry gatherings.

Stable view

Horse Box view

Training Menu (mini games)
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Performance in April 2013 (MetricsMonk)
Note: My collaboration with Kentaura ended in mid 2013 and the company ceased
operations in early 2014. As far as I know, the game servers were shut down by the end
of 2014.
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Horse Master (iOS edition)
Developer/Publisher: Kentaura
Year: 2013
Platform: iOS
Role: Lead Game Designer
Team size: 10
A mobile version of the Facebook game focused on betting with the aim of providing a
varied, fast action experience. It was downloaded more than 15k times in the first week
after launch and more than 100k downloads in the first month, entering the Top 10 in
more than 50 countries for Sports or Racing games with a #1 ranking in more than 20
countries, including Australia, where it reached #13 among Games overall. It also got in
the Top 100 Grossing Racing games in several countries, including USA (#81).
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Robin Hood: Give and Take
Developer: Adsumsoft
Publisher: Spil Games (Web), Adsumsoft (Android, iOS)
Year: 2015
Role: Game Designer/Producer
Budget: US$ 4,000
Team size: 3

A stealth based, retro inspired platformer funded and published by Spil Games who
bought exclusive rights for the web version of the game.
The Android version was featured by Kotaku in their “Today’s Best Deal” column
(25/11/15) and ranked among the Top 100 Arcade Games in Google Play in several
countries including major markets such as Russia (#18), Italy (#33), Spain (#54), Japan
(#70) and South Korea (#73) besides emerging markets like Thailand (#16) and
Indonesia (#39) among many others.
The iOS version reached #1 Game in Estonia as well as #1 App for Kids (Age 9-11) in
the Philippines, Chile and Slovakia and a Top 10 in many others. It was also a Top 100
Game in more than 10 countries.
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Robin Hood’s highest rankings on Android (screenshot taken on 6 March 2017): Top 100
Game in 5 countries and Top 100 Arcade Game in 20+ countries.

Robin Hood’s highest rankings on iPhone (screenshot taken on 6 March 2017)
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Robin Hood’s highest rankings on the iPad (screenshot taken on 06 March 2017):
#1 Game in one country, Top 100 Game in 10 countries, Top 10 Ages 9-11 in 15
countries, Top 10 Arcade Game in 8 countries etc..
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iPhone Top 10 Apps for Kids ages 9-11 in the Philippines on 7 Dec 2015, showing
“Robin Hood: Give and Take” as #1 ranked and grossing game ahead of well known IPs
like Club Penguin and SpongeBob.

Kotaku featuring Robin Hood (Android) as “App Deal of the Day” (25/11/15)
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Other mobile titles:
Title: Turky’s Date
Company: Adsumsoft
Year: 2014
Platform: iOS, Android
Role: Designer/Developer
Team size: 2
Average Score on Google Play (24/11/2015): 4.6 / 5 (45 reviews)
A sliding puzzle game where we need to
move the tiles to create a path for Turky the
Turkey to meet his sweetheart Picky the
Peacock. Cute enemies and power-ups
complete the picture. It reached the Top 100
in the App Store in three countries,
including a Top 10 (#4 and #10 among
Strategy and Puzzle Games respectively) in
Namibia.
The first iOS version, named “Turky on the Run” was selected for the Indie Prize
Showcase Asia 2013 and reached the Top 50 Puzzle Games in the AppStore in South
Korea (#42), Austria (#43) and Israel (#47)
Title: Defense: Evolution
Company: Adsumsoft
Year: 2014
Platform: iOS, Android
Role: Designer/Developer
Team size: 2
Average Score on Google Play (24/11/2015): 4.38 / 5 (40 reviews)
A minimalist game of territorial expansion and control based on Conway’s mathematical
rules for the Game of Life (1970).
“Defense: Evolution” brings simple gameplay
rules into a mix of tower defense, puzzle, and
RTS features through territorial expansion.
- Valerie Anne Chiang, Shoost: Indie
Gaming News and Views
"[Defense: Evolution]” is simple: destroy the invaders, protect your beacons [...] it’s
good for burning time away while waiting.
- Joshua Higgins, Indie Juice
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Experimental & Serious Games:
Title: Orfeo: a Game in Music
Company: DigiPen
Year: 2010
Platform: PC
Role: Designer/Developer
A small experimental game to relive Orfeo's myth and bring Eurydice back from the
Underworld by playing the demigod's own lyre.
The game is played by expressing different emotions (Anger, Happiness, Sadness, Fear)
in music by playing the on screen lyre.
Showcased at:

Sense of Wonder Night, Tokyo 2010
FILE Games, Rio de Janeiro 2011

"the use of music as a tool to evoke emotions, even if they’re a computer’s algorithmic
sense of an emotion, is a novel idea that’s surprisingly satisfying to play"
- Allen Cook - GamersWithJobs.com
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Title: M-EDGE (Music and Emotion Driven Game Engine)
Company: NYP
Year: 2007-09
Platform: PC, PS3
Budget: USD 1,000,000
Role: Principal Investigator / Project Lead
Team size: 20
The “Music-Emotion Driven Game Engine” is a set of libraries for developing a new
generation of music games where players interact by playing a real musical instrument
and try to express emotions like Happiness, Sadness and Anger through their musical
ideas.
It was originally developed for PC and later ported to the PS3.
Different games were developed under my supervision and the project was fully funded
by the National Research Foundation of Singapore.

"Moody Balloons", one of the games developed by using M-EDGE.
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Title: Virtual Orchestra
Company: NTU
Year: 2006
Platform: PC
Role: Principal Investigator / Lead Designer and Programmer
Team size: 4
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In the News
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The Games Machine, November 2009 (Italy)
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Lianhe Zaobao (Singapore), April 10th 2014.
Introducing the first museum dedicated to Video and Computer Games in South East
Asia.

Lianhe ZaoBao (Singapore), December 25th 2013 .
An article featuring iOS/Android game “Secret Santa: it’s a stealthy xmas”, another
Adsumsoft game that reached the Top 100 in both the Arcade and Family sections on iOS
devices in two countries (Macau and Laos).
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